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A resident made contact with us regarding a medium sized group of young people, 
who have been using the car park at the Grammar School to play football of an 
evening, we have regularly engaged with this group without any problems however, 
this month we have received further reports concerning noise nuisance and 
excessive noise from vehicles into the early hours which is disturbing local residents. 
Words of advice have been given to the group, we are monitoring and maintaining a 
presence here to deter any future ASB. 
 
We received information that a party had occurred on the MPF in the orchard area in 
the early hours of Sunday 31st, lots of litter was left behind including beer cans a 
large number of ‘baggies’, these are normally associated with drug use, most likely 
to have contained cannabis. Although we are unable to prove who is responsible we 
have a reason to suspect a new group of youths whom we’ve been seeing more 
regularly. We are now monitoring this group very closely and will be gathering Intel to 
link in with Sussex Police. 
 
We were contacted by a few residents in Jarvis Lane regarding noise nuisance 
caused by a dog in the locality, the dog was barking constantly for long periods late 
at night/very early morning. We went to visit the owner after being told which house 
to visit by a local resident but there was nobody home. We advised residents to keep 
records if possible as this may been an environmental health issue, however we 
would try to tackle the issue locally in the meantime. Following several patrols, it is 
now thought that the owner may have been on holiday with someone else coming in 
to attend to the dogs, as far as we are aware the problem has now subsided and we 
have had no further calls or reports.      
 
Following conversations with Horsham we are looking to carry out welfare check 
visits to potentially vulnerable residents. We may also be assisting with the 
distribution of ‘Winter Warmer Packs’. We have recently been on a training course 
which also enables us to give fire prevention advice if required.  
 
We assisted Emma Edwards the SDS Acoustic youth event at the flint barn, the 
event was well attended and there wasn’t any associated Anti-Social Behaviour. 
 
Horsham District Council has given us access to a Twitter account (social networking 
tool) you can follow our posts and message us at - @HorshamWardens 
All of our posts will be marked with #SBUB so we can be told apart from the other 
wardens using the service. 
 
We are also in the process of planning the Dingemans summer fair.  
 

 


